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Call Me Irresistible - Susan
Elizabeth Phillips 2011-01-18
Call Me Irresistible is the book
Susan Elizabeth Phillips fans
have been craving. The beloved
New York Times bestselling
author returns with a
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

delightfully sassy, sexy, and
downright irresistible tale of
true love Texas style. Ted
Beaudine, one of Phillips’s
most charming characters (the
adolescent heartbreaker from
her hilarious debut, Fancy
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Pants, and the new college
graduate from Lady Be Good)
is now all grown up and in a
heap of romantic trouble all his
own—in a perfectly marvelous
contemporary romance that
fans of Emily Giffin, Kristen
Hannah, and Elin Hilderbrand
will simply adore.
Hopeless Magic - A. K. Koonce
2018-01-22
If life really was a fairy tale,
Zakara would never be the
damsel in distress. She'd be a
thief, and Prince Charming
wouldn't have a clue how to
steal the heart of the conniving
criminal.Zakara saves not one,
but three men locked inside the
tallest tower. Her first instinct
is to ditch them as soon as
possible, but they have one
thing that intrigues her more
than wealth:Magic.Fae magic
once ruled the world, until it
disappeared without a trace.
Only myths of the magic
wielders linger in their
destroyed society.The three
prisoners claim to be fae, but
she doesn't trust them.She
doesn't trust anyone.Can
Prince Ryder convince the
pretty thief to lead them to the
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

Hopeless City? Or will she kill
him before they even
arrive?This is a reverse harem
serial recommended for
readers 18 and over.
Forsaken Fae: Book Two - R. A.
Steffan 2021-04-25
Len needs to track down a
handbasket ASAP, because
things are going straight to
hell.In the aftermath of the
disastrous battle to close the
rip between realms, he's stuck
with a Fae who seems
convinced that the only way to
fix things is to leap directly into
the maw of the Wild Hunt.Len
recognizes martyrdom when he
sees it, and he's not about to
let Albigard of the Unseelie
sacrifice himself on the altar of
his own guilty conscience.After
the events of the past few
weeks, it's looking more and
more like Len's ghosts may
hold the key that can lock the
Hunt back inside its box of
horrors. But when
circumstances trap him alone
with Albigard in a dead pocket
realm, it becomes increasingly
clear that the Fae is every bit
as damaged inside as Len
is.Before they can stop the
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Hunt and save the lost souls of
their closest friends, they'll
have to glue their broken edges
together somehow. Only then
will Len have a shot at undoing
the damage that's already been
done.He just has to keep
himself-and Albigard-alive long
enough to get the chance.-o-oo-Forsaken Fae is a slow-burn
M/M urban fantasy trilogy. It's
set in the same world as the
bestselling series The Last
Vampire and its other spinoff,
Vampire Bound. Download
Book Two today, and enter a
world shared by humans, fae,
demons, and vampires. It's a
place where the supernatural
threatens the mundane,
nothing is as it seems, and
enemies must overcome their
tangled pasts in order to save
the future.
The City of Brass - S. A.
Chakraborty 2017-11-14
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
Library Journal | Vulture | The
Verge | SYFYWire Step into
The City of Brass, the
spellbinding debut from S. A.
Chakraborty perfect for fans of
The Golem and the Jinni, The
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

Grace of Kings, and Uprooted,
in which the future of a
magical Middle Eastern
kingdom rests in the hands of a
clever and defiant young con
artist with miraculous healing
gifts. On the streets of
eighteenth-century Cairo,
Nahri is a con woman of
unsurpassed skill. She makes
her living swindling Ottoman
nobles, hoping to one day earn
enough to change her fortunes.
But when Nahri accidentally
summons Dara, an equally sly,
darkly mysterious djinn
warrior, during one of her
cons, she learns that even the
cleverest of schemes can have
deadly consequences. Forced
to flee Cairo, Dara and Nahri
journey together across hot,
windswept sands teeming with
creatures of fire and rivers
where the mythical marid
sleep, past ruins of oncemagnificent human
metropolises and mountains
where the circling birds of prey
are more than what they seem,
to Daevabad, the legendary city
of brass. It’s a city steeped in
magic and fire, where blood
can be as dangerous as any
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spell; a city where old
resentments run deep and the
royal court rules with a
tenuous grip; a city to which
Nahri is irrevocably
bound—and where her very
presence threatens to ignite a
war that has been simmering
for centuries. *Finalist for the
World Fantasy Award: Best
Novel *Nominated for the
Locus Award: Best First Novel
*Finalist for the British Fantasy
Award: Best Newcomer
Featuring a stepback and extra
content including a bonus
scene and an excerpt from The
Kingdom of Copper.
Bloom & Dark - Regina Watts
2021-01-22
Rorke Burningsoul, Paladin of
Weltyr, has been betrayed.
With the object of his most
recent quest stolen out from
under him, Rorke has been left
for dead in the treacherous
Nightlands: a place hateful to
all surface-dwellers, full of
things the human--even the
elfin--eye has never seen. Grayfaced berich dwarves, frightful
half-spider misshapens--and, of
course, the sensual and darkcomplexioned durrow elves, a
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

race of power-hungry women
who live in service to the
goddess Roserpine. Praise
Weltyr, Rorke is rescued by
two such splendid durrow--and
told that, in exchange for his
life, he must now submit to
slavery as, among other things,
breeding stud to the female
race. He willingly agrees,
hopeful that his obedience will
help him find a way out of the
Nightlands and back to the
business of retrieving the lost
artifact: but when the Materna
of the durrow city decides
during his appraisal that she
needs a new guard, he is soon
surprised to find himself taken,
heart and soul, by the exquisite
durrow high priestess known
as Valeria. But Valeria's need
of a personal guard is not just
some ruse to keep her new
slave in her bedroom without
controversy--would that it
were. The high priestess's life
is at stake, and as her
assassins' attacks grow more
frequent all the time, she needs
the assistance of a man capable
of keeping himself alive along
with her. Who better than a
paladin she's seen in dreams
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for decades? Mature readers
only! This fantasy harem
adventure in the style of
Dungeons & Dragons contains
explicit encounters between
the lucky hero and many
gorgeous women he
encounters on his quest. Use
discretion when purchasing.
Crimes Committed by
Terrorist Groups - Mark S.
Hamm 2011-01
This is a print on demand
edition of a hard to find
publication. Examines
terrorists¿ involvement in a
variety of crimes ranging from
motor vehicle violations,
immigration fraud, and mfg.
illegal firearms to
counterfeiting, armed bank
robbery, and smuggling
weapons of mass destruction.
There are 3 parts: (1)
Compares the criminality of
internat. jihad groups with
domestic right-wing groups. (2)
Six case studies of crimes
includes trial transcripts,
official reports, previous
scholarship, and interviews
with law enforce. officials and
former terrorists are used to
explore skills that made crimes
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

possible; or events and lack of
skill that the prevented crimes.
Includes brief bio. of the
terrorists along with
descriptions of their org.,
strategies, and plots. (3)
Analysis of the themes in
closing arguments of the
transcripts in Part 2. Illus.
Dragon's Thief - Susan Lute
2014-07-30
2nd Edition. In a post
apocalyptic world where
Darwin changelings emerge
from hiding and humans
struggle to reclaim their
former glory, Logan and Beyla dragon and shadow thief must
join forces to defeat a growing
evil. Fighting a desire that
flames out of their control they
scramble to keep a weapon of
incredible destructive power
out of the hands of an enemy
who would use it to conquer
their world.
Magic Burns - Ilona Andrews
2010
Down in Atlanta, tempers - and
temperatures - are about to
flare . . . As a mercenary who
cleans up after magic gone
wrong, Kate Daniels has seen
her share of occupational
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hazards. Normally, waves of
paranormal energy ebb and
flow across Atlanta like a tide.
But once every seven years, a
flare comes, a time when magic
runs rampant. Now Kate's
going to have to deal with
problems on a much bigger
scale: a divine one. When Kate
sets out to retrieve a set of
stolen maps for the Pack,
Atlanta's paramilitary clan of
shapeshifters, she quickly
realizes much more at stake.
During a flare, gods and
goddesses can manifest - and
battle for power. The stolen
maps are only the opening
gambit in an epic tug-of-war
between two gods hoping for
rebirth. And if Kate can't stop
the cataclysmic showdown, the
city may not survive . . .
The Billionaire Shifter's
Curvy Match - Diana Seere
2017-09-11
When Lilah Murphy started
serving drinks at the exclusive
Platinum Club, she never
expected she would be on the
menu.Biotech billionaire Gavin
Stanton had one taste of the
new, curvy server and his
craving could never be
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

satisfied until he had her fully.
Completely.Eternally.Fate
brought them together, but a
centuries-old secret could tear
them apart, for the Stanton
family holds a shifter legacy
that no human has ever
threatened.Until now.Gavin
Stanton is the billionaire CEO
of a Boston biotech firm. He's
also a werewolf, the son of a
large, ancient family with roots
in the British aristocracy. His
work is his life. But then he
feels the Beat--an irresistible
urge to mate with Lilah, a
beautiful human who inflames
his passions like no other--and
he abandons everything he
thought he knew in his need to
claim her.Lilah Murphy is
broke and desperate. All she
wants is a job to support
herself, her sister, and her
ailing mother. The last thing
she needs is to get involved
with a rich, powerful guy who
would discard her after a few
hot nights together and get her
fired at her new, high-paying
job. But she, too, feels the
Beat. She hears him in her
mind, feels him in her soul, and
the urge to answer the ancient
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call is undeniable. Is she strong
enough to embrace his secrets-and her own?The Billionaire
Shifter's Curvy Match is the
first in an all-new series of hot
(did we mention *hot*?)
romances about the billionaire
shifters and the women they're
fated to love.* * * Welcome to
the most exclusive club in the
world. The Novo Club. Novo is
Latin for "change." Our
members prefer the word
"shift" though. It's the hottest
club in town. The price of
membership is your heart and
your secrecy. All you need to
do to join is to be loved beyond
your wildest imagination by
someone powerful with
an...alpha side so primal it's in
their blood. Are you ready?
Good. Then let's begin. The
Billionaire Shifters Club is a
new series featuring the five
Stanton siblings, four brothers
and one sister who are all part
of an ancient shifter family
living in modern America. The
subterranean club-within-aclub beneath the streets of
Boston, Massachusetts holds
secrets only the Stantons and
their fellow shifters know.
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

Mirrors - Eduardo Galeano
2009-05-26
Throughout his career,
Eduardo Galeano has turned
our understanding of history
and reality on its head. Isabelle
Allende said his works “invade
the reader's mind, to persuade
him or her to surrender to the
charm of his writing and power
of his idealism.” Mirrors,
Galeano's most ambitious
project since Memory of Fire,
is an unofficial history of the
world seen through history's
unseen, unheard, and
forgotten. As Galeano notes:
“Official history has it that
Vasco Núñez de Balboa was
the first man to see, from a
summit in Panama, the two
oceans at once. Were the
people who lived there blind??”
Recalling the lives of artists,
writers, gods, and visionaries,
from the Garden of Eden to
twenty-first-century New York,
of the black slaves who built
the White House and the
women erased by men's fears,
and told in hundreds of
kaleidoscopic vignettes,
Mirrors is a magic mosaic of
our humanity.
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Blood Prophecy - Alyxandra
Harvey 2021-02-09
A rogue vampire threatens
humans and undead alike in
the thrilling young adult
fantasy series that’s “fun,
funny, and a relief from
Twilight wannabes” (Booklist).
Vampires and magic just don’t
mix. That’s what Solange
Drake is figuring out. Well, the
real Solange. Not the
madwoman who has taken over
her body and ripped the
Queen’s crown from her own
mother’s hands to fulfill an
ancient prophecy. The real
Solange is trapped in the
imposter’s mind—somewhere
in twelfth-century
Britain—where she faces the
perils of witches, dragons, and
knights. Meanwhile, back in
Violet Hill, the fake Solange
has gone on a blood-drunk
rampage, feeding on civilians
in blatant disregard of a
decade’s worth of treaties.
With her best friend possessed
and her boyfriend missing,
Lucy knows, if she doesn’t find
a way to reach Solange, the
human vampire hunters will
exact their revenge—and bring
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

a bloodbath down upon the
town like no one has ever seen
before. Love and loyalty.
Betrayal and deception. The
weapons at hand will
determine who wins and who
loses in this battle royale.
Praise for the Drake Chronicles
“Vampires with bite and girls
who bite back. A witty,
exhilarating and fresh take on
an old tale.” —Kelley
Armstrong, #1 New York
Times–bestselling author “An
action-packed story full of
intrigue, suspense, and
romance with a great cast of
characters.” —School Library
Journal “An all-around kick-ass
good time.” —Fyrefly’s Book
Blog
Draekon Conqueror - Lee
Savino 2020-01-21
I've lived an eternity. I've killed
thousands. Destroyed worlds. I
thought I'd seen everything. I
didn't think there was anything
left in the galaxy that could
surprise me. Then I met her.
Lani Dennison. A human
woman. My mate. My mission
was simple. Find Lani
Dennison. Zorahan scientists
tortured her. I killed them, of
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course. Okaki pirates abducted
her. I tracked them down and
infiltrated their ship. Routine
stuff. Nothing that presented a
problem to a trained soldier
that could shift into a firebreathing dragon. I expected
her to be smart. You'd have to
be, to survive the Okaki
pirates. I didn't expect her to
be lovely. I didn't expect her to
make me laugh. And I
definitely didn't expect her to
be the one woman I was
destined to be with, the
missing piece of my soul. My
mate. Now what?
Shade's Secret - Lacey Carter
Andersen 2020-02-18
I died of violence, and I was
born of violence...It's a strange
thing to live again. My
memories of before are
nothingbut shadows, like me.
And yet, I've done what no
Shade before me has done,
I'vesevered my bond to the
Underworld. As Cerberus told
me to do.She said it was the
only way I would be free.She
didn't tell me what to do with
my freedom.They say I'm a
monster. Meant to obey. Meant
to bow down to Hades. But
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

when acoven of vampires gives
me a purpose, I finally feel less
lost. Yet when theytake a
handsome gargoyle prisoner
and give him to me as a gift,
my life becomesmore
complicated.Four handsome
gargoyles need my help to
survive against thevampires.
But should I believe their
honeyed kisses and soft
touches? Or doeseveryone in
this new world simply seek to
use me for my gifts?The
Underworld was filled with
danger, but earth has secrets,
secrets that just might get me
killed.SHADE'S SECRET is a
steamy reverse harem
romance. Itinvolves one lucky
woman and three sexy
gargoyles. It's also a
#whychooseromance, meaning
the heroine doesn't have to
choose between her love
interests
Imperial Leather - Anne
Mcclintock 2013-10-01
Imperial Leather chronicles the
dangerous liaisons between
gender, race and class that
shaped British imperialism and
its bloody dismantling.
Spanning the century between
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Victorian Britain and the
current struggle for power in
South Africa, the book takes up
the complex relationships
between race and sexuality,
fetishism and money, gender
and violence, domesticity and
the imperial market, and the
gendering of nationalism
within the zones of imperial
and anti-imperial power.
Playing with Hellfire - Mila
Young 2021-03-25
The devils aren't in the details.
They're in my bed...When my
warlock foster father trades me
to demons for his outstanding
debts, I find myself in Hell on
Earth. I'm thrust into a
supernatural underground
crime ring I can't get out of,
eternally bound in a contract I
never made.Three hot-as-hell
demons stand in between me
and my freedom.A tattooed,
brutish Hellhound shifter. An
incubus with the power to bend
wills on command. And the heir
to Lucifer's throne-the original
sin demon, Pride, himself. I
have to find a way out of the
deal before they devour me,
body and soul.But I'm no angel.
There's something inside me,
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

something that craves the
chaotic darkness these demons
possess.Escaping may mean
giving in to Hell's more sinful
temptations. But playing with
fire only hurts if you get
burned...
Siren Condemned - Mila
Young 2020-02-17
The sirens have been hunted
for so long that we no longer
remember our pasts... Our
songs have been stolen, the
source of all our power, and it's
been made punishable by death
to use it. They've taken
everything from us.The
vampires.I've been sent to the
darkest of all places,
Nightmare Penitentiary for my
next assignment. But I've
promised myself this
assignment will be my last... no
matter the cost. I'll do
whatever it takes to free my
people, even if I end up
shattering the hearts of three
captivating men who have the
power to change my future
forever.One will sacrifice
himself for me. One will shatter
my soul. And one will kill me to
save me.
Orthodoxy - Gilbert Keith
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Chesterton 1908
Her Alien Romance - Lacey
Carter Andersen 2017-11-13
***Her Alien Romance is a
SMOKING hot story, so, buckle
up and enjoy the
ride!***Welcome to
Otherworldly Mates, a universe
where one woman and three
males equals pure
romance...Mara was kidnapped
by aliens. Finding herself
naked, alone, and imprisoned
by terrifying creatures with
plans to sell her to the highest
bidder, she wants nothing more
than to wake up. To discover it
was all a bad dream.Yet as time
passes she must face the truth,
she's in deep trouble.When she
sees a handsome alien thief
escaping, she takes a chance
and begs him to save her life.
Only, when she's brought to his
ship and meets his brothers,
she finds herself battling a
different problem: her
attraction to them.Whatever
unexplainable science, or
magic, that connects her to
them makes it impossible for
her to stay away. But what if
her confusing feelings, and the
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

dark past of one of the
brothers, stands in the way of a
once-in-a-lifetime chance at
true love?~Her Alien Romance
is a 20,000+ word reverse
harem romance with one
woman and her three sexy
alien mates. This is her
complete story, without any
cliffhangers, and has a wellearned happily ever after at the
end! It is a box set that
includes: Her Alien Lovers, Her
Alien Abductors, Her Alien
Barbarians, and Her Alien
Mates.~
The Billionaire Shifter's
Curvy Match (Billionaire
Shifters Club #1)(Shifter
Romance) - Diana Seere
When Lilah Murphy started
serving drinks at the exclusive
Platinum Club, she never
expected she would be on the
menu. Biotech billionaire Gavin
Stanton had one taste of the
new, curvy server and his
craving could never be
satisfied until he had her fully.
Completely. Eternally. Fate
brought them together, but a
centuries-old secret could tear
them apart, for the Stanton
family holds a shifter legacy
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that no human has ever
threatened. Until now. Gavin
Stanton is the billionaire CEO
of a Boston biotech firm. He’s
also a werewolf, the son of a
large, ancient family with roots
in the British aristocracy. His
work is his life. But then he
feels the Beat—an irresistible
urge to mate with Lilah, a
beautiful human who inflames
his passions like no other—and
he abandons everything he
thought he knew in his need to
claim her. Lilah Murphy is
broke and desperate. All she
wants is a job to support
herself, her sister, and her
ailing mother. The last thing
she needs is to get involved
with a rich, powerful guy who
would discard her after a few
hot nights together and get her
fired at her new, high-paying
job. But she, too, feels the
Beat. She hears him in her
mind, feels him in her soul, and
the urge to answer the ancient
call is undeniable. Is she strong
enough to embrace his
secrets—and her own? The
Billionaire Shifter’s Curvy
Match is the first in an all-new
series of hot (did we mention
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

*hot*?) romances about the
billionaire shifters and the
women they’re fated to love.
Topics: paranormal romance,
shifter romance, shapeshifter
romance, billionaire romance,
billionaire shifter, billionaire
wolf, billionaire shapeshifter
romance, paranormal,
otherworldly, fantasy, wolf,
bear, mountain lion,
contemporary romance, hot
romance, hot shifter romance,
firefighter romance, montana
romance, boston romance,
otherworldly romance, PNR
romance, shifter myth,
instalove, biotech billionaire,
bbw romance, bbw shifter
History of the Persian Empire A. T. Olmstead 2022-08-29
Out of a lifetime of study of the
ancient Near East, Professor
Olmstead has gathered
previously unknown material
into the story of the life, times,
and thought of the Persians,
told for the first time from the
Persian rather than the
traditional Greek point of view.
"The fullest and most reliable
presentation of the history of
the Persian Empire in
existence."—M. Rostovtzeff
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Steal the Sun - Lexi Blake
2014-03-18
Zoey thought she would never
have to choose, but to save one
husband, she will have to
betray the other… As Zoey
Donovan-Quinn first sets foot in
the faery homeland of her
beloved Devinshea, life is
perfect. Her enemy is defeated,
her heart is full, and Neil and
Sarah are at her side. Daniel
and Dev are happy, so their
visit to the sithein should be a
pleasant honeymoon full of
wonder and joy. Well, except
for the part where Zoey needs
to steal an ancient gem from
the Queen of Faery in order to
prevent Louis Marini from
killing Daniel. Reunited with
her whole crew, stealing the
magical artifact should be
relatively easy, but unknown to
Zoey, Dev, and Daniel, there
are dark forces gathering
against them. As her search for
the Blood Stone gets
underway, Zoey makes a
startling discovery that will
change her life, and Dev and
Daniel’s forever. When her new
enemy finally strikes at Zoey
from the shadows, her
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

newfound happiness is
shattered, and to avenge the
horrific attack, Dev prepares
his mother’s kingdom for war.
Recovering from the attempt
on her life, Zoey and Daniel
desperately search for the
stone and in the process
unmask the real monster
behind the assault. Stopping
the real threat, and saving
Daniel, will force Zoey to
choose sides in an epic war
between the Seelie and
Unseelie Fae, even if it means
betraying Dev and his people.
A Thieves Novel by Lexi Blake
The Crow's Murder - Tate
James 2018-05-23
Well, I just can't seem to catch
a break, can I? None of us saw
it coming, no matter what
precautions we took or how
many contingencies we put into
play. What's the point of having
all this power when everyone is
out to get me? They say things
are darkest before the light,
and that the storm gets worse
before it clears. Trust me when
I say platitudes don't do a
damn bit of good when you're
in the middle of it. I'm Kit
Davenport, and my heart is
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breaking.
Of Moons and Monsters Willow Hadley 2021-04-08
Hell hath no fury like a man
scorned.Isla learns that lesson
all too well when she agrees to
go to a party with her halfdemon best friend, Alistair, to
help him make his vampire exboyfriend jealous. Their plan
backfires when Alistair's ex
turns out to be more psycho
than Isla realized, and she
finds herself being kidnapped
and sold on the supernatural
black market.While Isla's only
human, she's spent her life
surrounded by supernatural
creatures. Her situation is
precarious, but she's pretty
sure she knows what to expect.
At least, until her buyer ends
up transporting her to a
completely different realm
called Briya where nobody
speaks her language.Isla is
gifted to the four Guardians of
Briya-Reule, Audun, Maalik,
and Caelan. With the dreaded
Beast's Moon looming right
around the corner, the
Guardians are expected to
choose a mate. They're furious
with their king for his
dragons-thief-a-reverse-harem-serial-blood-prophecy-1

scheming, and they're
determined to help Isla find her
way back home to Alistair. But
the timing of Isla's arrival
complicates everything, and
they find themselves drawn to
her no matter how hard they
try to fight their instincts.
Under The Volcano MALCOLM LOWRY 1965
Dragon's Desire - Eva Chase
2020-05-29
Ren is finally getting used to
the idea that she's the last
dragon shifter alive-destined to
take four alpha shifters as her
mates and unite all shifter
kind-when more trouble looms
on the horizon. The rogue
group that slaughtered her
family is still out for blood, and
they don't care who they hurt
along the way. Ren and her
mates set out to quash the
rebellion once and for all. But
the rogues have allies in
unexpected places, startling
enough to shake Ren's resolve.
Throw in a challenger hoping
to wrench the position of alpha
from one of her guys, and this
dragon shifter has reached her
limit. How can a girl who's only
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known she's a shifter for three
weeks heal sixteen years of
chaos?
Wicked Heat - Mila Young
2021-06-01
Four haunted men, and a death
wish with my name all over it.
My friends call me Sephy
(short for Persephone). At
seven I killed my first demon. It
wasn't much, an accident
really... but one taste of a
demon kill and I was
possessed. At thirteen, my
home-town banished me. Still, I
considered this ability a gift
and not a curse, until my
twenty-first birthday... when all
Hell broke loose. Demonic
spirits are crossing over into
our world, promising terrifying
things. They're targeting me
and my piece of shit exboyfriend, a damn cop who's
been riding my case for the last
two months, a friend who's
broken my heart, and a brother
of a girl I saved from a demon
attack. Normally, I'm a look-onthe-bright-side kinda girl, but
the bright side is getting
darker, and demons are closing
in. And the only hope of me
surviving is to team up with
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these four guys, as long as the
madness doesn't claim me first.
The Billionaire Shifter's
Virgin Mate - Diana Seere
2017-10
McDermott "Derry" Stanton is
an old-money playboy who
sleeps his way through half the
world, one willing woman at a
time.A bear shifter, he never
hibernates alone. Sometimes
even one woman isn't
enough.But when this
irresistible billionaire meets
Jessica Murphy, everything
changes. The man who views
life as a female feast suddenly
acquires more discerning
tastes. The only woman who
can satisfy him now...Is Jessica
Murphy. He must have her.
Immediately. Frequently.Jess,
however, doesn't want any
man, least of all a spoiled
playboy who's about to become
her brother-in-law. A pre-med
student with deep ambitions
and a past filled with painful
rejection, she's all business.Too
bad Derry Stanton is her
business. A frequent customer
at the Platinum Club where she
waits tables, and now the best
man to her maid of honor in
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her sister's wedding, the guy is
everywhere.And pretty soon,
she finds herself everywhere,
too.In his arms, on his bed,
between the sheets....But sex is
the last thing she needs. Or it
was until she meets Derry and
starts hearing the Beat. And
feeling a connection she'd
never imagined, never
dreamed, never hoped for.It's
all too unbearably good.* *
*The Billionaire Shifter's Virgin
Mate is the second book in the
Billionaire Shifters Club series
by Diana Seere, the
paranormal pen name for two
New York Times and USA
Today bestselling romantic
comedy authors. This book is a
standalone *within* a series.
Learn more about us on our
Diana Seere Facebook page. ;)
Rivals - Kit Bladegrave
Mysterious dragons. Hot
demons. Fierce witches.
Powerful shifters. Enigmatic
elves. Secret councils.
Forbidden alliances. The
Dragon Reign Saga is just
starting. Kate’s whole world
just turned upside down. She’s
hearing weird things, and
seeing weird things. And Mama
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Lucy is a witch. No, really. Not
like a capital B witch, but a
capital W witch. And the guys
Kate’s just saved from
imminent death is part demon.
And the guy that’s after her is a
dragon. Her life redefines teen
drama. Craig’s a bastard son of
a demon king. And he’s a thief.
He’s just found the item he’s
supposed to appropriate when
his cousin stabs him with a
poisoned dagger. Forrest is out
to collect the bounty for
capturing the bastard son of a
demon king. He doesn’t plan to
save the girl, or the half-breed
demon. He also doesn’t plan to
be the one who needs saving.
This unlikely trio find
themselves chased by enemies,
known and unknown as they
slip into a different dimension
called Burnt World. Beware:
Cliffhangers, violence can be
found in this serial series of
swicked action-packed fantasy,
hot dragons, and fierce
witches.
Monsters and Gargoyles Lacey Carter Andersen
2020-08-27
Life as a monster is a sh*t pile
with a cherry on top...It's hard
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to be a monster in a world full
of goddesses and humans.
Especially when, on a rare
occasion, you happen to
accidentally kill a person here
or there. And people, for some
reason, seem to think you're
the bad guy. Crazy, right?But if
there's one thing a monster
knows, it's that life can always
get worse.Like when you're
enemies, the gargoyles, finally
manage to get their hands on
you. And as hot as that sounds,
they're not exactly putting
their hands where you want
them, if you know what I
mean.Because while the rest of
the world sees gargoyles as the
sexy white knights charged
with protecting humanity,
they're kind of protecting them
from us... by taking our
heads.So that's what we're
dealing with now. Being hated
by the world, kidnapped by hot
gargoyles, and preparing for
whatever the next disaster
might be.It's strange though.
Sometimes the Fates have
plans and maybe this time we
monsters might get our
happily-ever-afters
too.MONSTERS AND
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GARGOYLES is a box set of the
first three full-length books in
the Monsters and Gargoyles
series: Medusa's Destiny,
Keto's Tale, and Celaeno's
Fate. These are steamy reverse
harem stories set in modernday, with sassy heroines, and
hot-as-sin gargoyles. So, be
ready for three standalones
about Medusa, a mermaid, and
a harpy, in a shared universe
that will leave you begging for
more.
Pretty When They Collide Rhiannon Frater 2013-03-14
An exciting new novella set in
the world of Pretty When She
Dies…  Cassandra is a
dhamphir-the offspring of a
vampire and mortal womanand a thief of occult relics.
Aimee is a full-blood witch that
is bound to a powerful vampire
who traffics in the slavery of
supernatural beings. Both are
powerful, lonely, and trapped
in the dangerous world of the
vampires. When Cassandra
steals a relic from Aimee’s
vampire master, he targets her
as his next acquisition. What he
doesn’t realize is that a chance
encounter between Cassandra
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and Aimee ignited a spark
between them that they cannot
deny. To survive, the women
must find a way to band
together and fight against the
ruthless evil that conspires to
enslave them forever.
Playing with Knives - A. J.
Merlin 2021-09-14
Making Her Mine - Rory
Reynolds 2020-10-22
From USA Today best selling
author Rory Reynolds comes a
sexy romp that tests the limits
of love and hate.I hate him.He's
insulting, condescending, and
just plain mean...And now he's
my neighbor.He wants to play
nice and I don't want to play at
all.She hates me.She thinks I
hate her, but that couldn't be
farther from the truth.Ana is
my love, my obsession.There's
a fine line between love and
hate, I just have to make her
see the truth...We're perfect for
each other.
The Periodic Table - Primo
Levi 1996-10-01
The Periodic Table is largely a
memoir of the years before and
after Primo Levi’s
transportation from his native
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Italy to Auschwitz as an antiFacist partisan and a Jew. It
recounts, in clear, precise,
unfailingly beautiful prose, the
story of the Piedmontese
Jewish community from which
Levi came, of his years as a
student and young chemist at
the inception of the Second
World War, and of his
investigations into the nature
of the material world. As such,
it provides crucial links and
backgrounds, both personal
and intellectual, in the
tremendous project of
remembrance that is Levi’s gift
to posterity. But far from being
a prologue to his experience of
the Holocaust, Levi’s
masterpiece represents his
most impassioned response to
the events that engulfed him.
The Periodic Table celebrates
the pleasures of love and
friendship and the search for
meaning, and stands as a
monument to those things in us
that are capable of resisting
and enduring in the face of
tyranny.
The Rose King - Liza Street
2017-08-12
"I just read through The Rose
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King and LOVED it! Totally
recommend it!" –Keira
Blackwood, author of The
Sawtooth Peaks Series He will
have to fight for the woman he
loved and lost. Rex has known
since he was a teenager that
his neighbor, Gemma, is the
one for him. But as a wolf
shifter, he's been told that his
life is too violent to bind
himself to a fragile human. For
the past eight years, he's been
fighting in cage matches and
trying to forget the woman who
holds his heart. Now that
Gemma has found her long-lost
best friend, she can't believe
he's the Rose King, a violent
fighter. When cruel men want
to control Rex, Gemma must
confront the reason he left her,
all those years ago. If she
knows the truth about him, can
their love endure? This
shapeshifter novella stands
alone and has a happily-everafter. It contains liberal usage
of naughty language and
sexytimes and is intended for
adults. additional keywords:
friends to lovers, second
chance romance, shifter,
shapeshifter, wolf, werewolf,
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human heroine, MMA fighter,
journalist, suspense, Idaho,
forest, gym, boxing,
underground fight
The Alpha's Pack - Tate James
2018-08-04
The time is now. It seems all
I've ever wanted was
vengeance. I did everything
right: I protected my friends, I
pushed myself to the limits,
and I saved lives. Once upon a
time, I was an internationally
renowned thief known as The
Fox. Nobody knew me. Nobody
could catch me. Nobody but
them, my men, my partners in
crime. But their love for me,
it's cost them dearly. Our
enemies keep coming for
blood. They cut me. They hurt
my friends. They push and
push to see what will happen.
I'm Kit Davenport, and I'm
going to show them what
happens. This is the end.
Theirs.
Punk 57 - Penelope Douglas
2016-10-18
From New York Times
Bestselling Author, Penelope
Douglas, comes the latest
standalone love-hate
romance... "We were perfect
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together. Until we met." Misha
I can't help but smile at the
lyrics in her letter. She misses
me. In fifth grade, my teacher
set us up with pen pals from a
different school. Thinking I was
a girl, with a name like Misha,
the other teacher paired me up
with her student, Ryen. My
teacher, believing Ryen was a
boy like me, agreed. It didn't
take long for us to figure out
the mistake. And in no time at
all, we were arguing about
everything. The best take-out
pizza. Android vs. iPhone.
Whether or not Eminem is the
greatest rapper ever... And that
was the start. For the next
seven years, it was us. Her
letters are always on black
paper with silver writing.
Sometimes there's one a week
or three in a day, but I need
them. She's the only one who
keeps me on track, talks me
down, and accepts everything I
am. We only had three rules.
No social media, no phone
numbers, no pictures. We had a
good thing going. Why ruin it?
Until I run across a photo of a
girl online. Name's Ryen, loves
Gallo's pizza, and worships her
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iPhone. What are the chances?
F*ck it. I need to meet her. I
just don't expect to hate what I
find. Ryen He hasn't written in
three months. Something's
wrong. Did he die? Get
arrested? Knowing Misha,
neither would be a stretch.
Without him around, I'm going
crazy. I need to know someone
is listening. It's my own fault. I
should've gotten his phone
number or picture or
something. He could be gone
forever. Or right under my
nose, and I wouldn't even know
it. *Punk 57 is a stand alone
New Adult romance. It is
suitable for ages 18+.
Snow and the Shadows - Cara
Carnes 2018-05-11
Princess Snow Cavell finds
herself captured by her evil
stepmother and handed over to
seven ruthless men known as
Shadows-the most feared
assassins in the known
galaxies. Snow's link to the
Cosmos is a threat, one that
can no longer be tolerated if
her stepmother intends to win
the war and rule the
Intergalactic Alliance. Their
orders are clear-either execute
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her or deposit her on one of the
slaver colonies to be sold. But
the Shadows have other plans
for the beauty, plans that will
fracture alliances throughout
the galaxies and shift the tide
of the Intergalactic War. No
one controls the Shadows.
They'd sworn to remain neutral
during the War, but all bets are
off now that Snow's life hangs
in the balance.
Fierce Heartbreaker - Liza
Street 2016-09-13
After Jude Fournier broke her
heart six years ago, it took Ava
Stricket a long time to get on
with her life. Now she's back to
help out her newly-widowed
mother, and Jude's presence is
just as distracting as ever. Her
overprotective brothers and
uncle don't need to worry,
though—Ava's had a lot of time
to harden her heart to Jude's
charms, not only to protect
herself, but her daughter as
well. But Jude isn't going to
give up so easily. Despite the
hostility from her family and
the new imbalance in his pride,
he slowly works to win Ava
back. His mountain lion chose
Ava as his mate years ago, and
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he'll do whatever it takes to
prove to Ava that he loves her
and wants her back in his
life—and this time, he'll never
let her go. This sexy
shapeshifter novelette includes
a happily-ever-after as well as
explicit love scenes and
naughty language. It is
intended for adults. additional
keywords: California, foothills,
second-chance romance, secret
baby, mountain lion, cougar,
alpha, paranormal, steamy
Bloodwood Academy Rebecca Ethington 2021-08-20
It all started when I was doing
some bare-back riding with my
boyfriend, Tommy, atop a rock
in Middle-of-Nowhere, Nevada.
In walked this wolf like he's my
mom on a meth trip, staring at
us and growling like he's an
over-protective husband.
Worse, according to Tommy,
I'm growling back. Next thing I
know, Tommy is halfway across
the desert and I'm at an elite
academy for Witches, Shifters,
Vampires, and Fae looking like
I was plucked out of the local
trailer park. Oh wait, I was.
Bloodwood Academy for the
Supernatural has only one rule:
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Don't mingle with students
outside your race. So, of
course, that just so happens to
be the first thing I do. How can
you say no to a Fae God with
golden eyes, a moody Werewolf
with pack issues, and a
Vampire with magic fingers.
My men are not only sending
everything into a whirlwind,
but now my life is in danger. It
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turns out that if I don't go back
to my single wide, some jealous
females are going to rip my
throat out. I need to figure out
why I'm connected to all of my
mates, and why the
headmaster has it out for me,
before I find myself ten feet
under.
Dead in Dixie - Charlaine
Harris 2003
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